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The Learning Accelerator envisions a world in which 
each student receives the effective, equitable, and engaging 
education they need to reach their full and unique potential
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This vision isn’t a new one, 
but making it a daily reality has proven hard in practice

 
In this moment, it’s never been more important 

to make this vision possible 
for every learner in every school in America
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COVID has brought many pressing needs into sharper focus. 
It has also created an opportunity.
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• Significant racial and economic 
inequities

• Stagnant models that don’t 
serve all learners

• Unequal access to networks 
and resources

• Lack of access to high quality 
tools for emerging learning 
models (e.g., virtual, blended)

LONGSTANDING 
NEEDS

• Advancing racial and economic 
equity

• Supporting ALL learners 
effectively through 
transformation to new models of 
learning

• Increasing access to networks 
and resources

• Adopting practices that increase 
holistic wellbeing for students 
and educators 

TRANSFORMATION 
OPPORTUNITY

The disruption of COVID is 
creating urgency and clarity 

needed to

transform the 
education system 

to work for every child



HOW can we learn from 
COVID-19 innovations to help 

school systems advance resiliency 
and ensure an 

effective, engaging, and equitable 
learning experience for each child?
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A project of The Learning Accelerator
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March-April 2021: 23 School Systems and 10 Subject-Matter Experts 

Avg Med Low High

Total Students 56,888 16,086 1,028 373,700

% Qualify FRL 56 56 8 87

% Learning English 15 16 1 40

% Of Color 64 71 9 100



PRACTICE ADOPTION
Meaningful, concrete teaching and 

learning practices put into place

CONDITION CREATION
System, support and process shifts to 

sustain and deepen innovations





Good news!

We have starting points and momentum.
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Emerging pictures of new practices, conditions, and *habits* 
(supported by technology)

Metro Nashville

Ector 
County

Cudahy



Field Resources: Toolkit strategies, stories, artifacts



Field Resources: 100+ Examples of Hops, Skips, and Leaps

hopskipleapfrog.org



What can we learn 
looking across these 

stories and strategies?
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We are not where we were before COVID-19.



New Strengths to Propel Us Forward

Teacher mindsets, skills, and readiness for innovation and change

Infrastructure (tech, curriculum) that spurs more efficient and 
quality-improving practices

Proactive district team habits creating greater agility, proximity, 
and trust

Personalized educator learning models that target educator 
needs and build ongoing professional practice.

Students’ readiness and skills for greater self-direction

Ways of Doing and Thinking

Tools and Systems



Launch Points for Bigger Leaps

Family engagement strategies to 
build home-school partnerships for 

learning.

Identity-affirming,“tier 1” 
instructional approaches to flex to 

unique learner needs

Whole child assessment and 
development approaches that 
broaden support for students’ 

wellbeing and learning

Rigorous and engaging hybrid 
materials through collaborative and 
inclusive design

Innovative staffing
models that equitably expand 
teacher time and expertise

Virtual learning to offer more flexible 
remote and hybrid school models for 
students and families





Your Calls to Action

1) Where are your bright spots and new strengths? 

2) How will you use them to tackle opportunities 
and advance equity and personalization? 

hopskipleapfrog.org
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Many free tools and guides at learningaccelerator.org
Need or not sure where to start advice? We have pro-bono coaching too (COVID-19 Support) 



This presentation was created by 
The Learning Accelerator (TLA) team in 2021. For further 
information please contact us
at info@learningaccelerator.org

For further information about The Learning Accelerator 
and for access to free and open tools to support your 
work, please visit
www.learningaccelerator.org
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http://www.learningaccelerator.org

